
4 The work-energy procedure 

4.1 The approach 
So far you have used the ideas of work and energy in solving some fairly 
straightforward problems. To cope with more difiicult problems it will 
help you to have a procedure to refer to. This will also bring out some 
points that require further explanation. 

At the start of this Block I said that the basis of the work-energy method 
is to keep account of the mechanical energy. The final energy is the initial 
energy plus the work done on the chosen system: 

E 2 = E l + W  

and the energy of the system is the strain energy plus the kinetic energy 

E = S + K  

In the method that we are using here, we shall not include gravitational 
potential energy, but will instead consider the work done by the weight 
fo ra  directly. 

The first step, aAcr absorbing the problem, is to choose the system. In the 
problems that you have done so far there has been an obvious object to 
choose. However this is not always so, and I shall try to give you some 
more advice on this later. 

Once the system is chosen, you need to be able to calculate the energies 
and works involved. There can only be work done where there is a fo ra  
or torque, so it is necessary to begin by drawing a free-body diagram of 
the chosen system showing the forces that act on it. Foras  that have no 
movement along their line of action cannot contribute work, so strictly 
speaking it is not necessary to show such foms. In work-energy analysis, 
a d i i a m  showing only the working foms is called an active force dia- Ylgu 
g m .  Until you have some experience it is probably better to show all 
the forces. The foras that do work are called ocriue forces, or working 
forces. 

Now a free-body diagram shows only the external foras, i.e. those 
'Newton 3' f o m  pairs that are cut when the system - the Yree body' - is 
separated from its environment. (By 'Newton 3' fora  pairs I m a n  pairs 
of forces that are action and reaction, being equal and opposite by New- 
ton's Third Law.) Of course, these are the weight forccs and the surface 
forces that can be found by inspection. However, inside the system there 
are many more foras - all made up of Newton 3 pairs that are equal and 
opposite. Can any of these do work? If the p& of forces is equal and 
opposite and if they make the same movement as each other, then their 
combined work will come to zero, so we can ignore it. Still, we are going 
to have to look out for any of these Newton 3 pairs that differ in their 
movement. The result of this must be some physical change of configura- 
tion inside the system. In fact it can happen in several ways. 

One way is if a component in the system changes shape, e.g. if a spring 
stretches then the forces on its ends have moved diffmnt amounts, and 
work has been done. A second way is if there is any sliding, in which case 
a pair of friction forces can move relative to each othn; and again work 
has been done. You should realise that the energy coming out of the rest 
of the system and transferred into the spring will appear as the strain 
energy of the spring. What about the friction work though7 This needs 
looking at more closely. Consider the simple example of a box of weight 
20 N with an initial sped 2 m S-' sliding along a bench on which it has 
a friction d c i e n t  of 0.3. How far does it slide before stopping? 



fsl If I choose as my system the box alone, then the free-body diagram is 
Figure 28(a). The box has no strain energy so S, =S, =O. The initial 

finish energy is the kinetic energy, so E, = K, = $mu2. The h a 1  energy is zero, " "pZion po.ltiOn E, = K, = 0. The friction force opposes the box's motion for a distance S, 
so W =  -Fs. 

There are no changes of strain energy, so from E, = E ,  + W 

K 2 = K , + W  

O=+mv2-Fs 

so s=mv"2F 

Now m = 20J9.81 = 2.04 kg 

and F=F,,=0.3x20=6N 

so s = 0.68 m is my estimate. 

From the energy point of view, the initial kinetic energy has been removed 
from the box by the friction force, opposing the motion, doing negative 
work. Now wherever a force does work, we might expect its Newton 3 
partner, the matching member of the 'Newton 3' pair, to have done work 
of opposite sign, because it points in the opposite direction. Figure 28(b) 
shows the friction force on the bench. At first sight there is a force F 
moving a distance S, so work Fs seems to have been done on the bench. 
But where is this energy? If we try to calculate the mechanical energy of 
the bench, it has not increased. It is the same shape as before. Neither has 
it moved, so it has no kinetic energy and has not passed on the energy 
either. The friction force on the table did not do work after all. In this 
case the energy seems to have been lost somewhere hetween the two 
friction forces. 

The reason that we are struggling to understand just what is going on 
here is that our model is not sufficiently complex to explain it. In reality } v = 7 the touching surfaces are very complicated, like microscopic undulating 
hills (Figure 29). Where has the mechanical energy gone? It has been 
'consumed' in the narrow region where the surfaces interfere. Some has 

Figwe 29 been used in bending and breaking some of the asperities, but most of it 
is converted into thermal energy. So in the region of the contact, the 
temperature increases. I am sure that at some time you must have rubbed 
your hands together to warm them up - the thermal energy created is 
partly the kinetic energy of the individual molecules 'shaking about' in 
diRerent directions. The original kinetic energy of the box was a co- 
ordinated movement of all the molecules in one direction, but now it has 
resulted in molecular motions which are completely disorganized. The 
problem of converting thermal energy back to do useful work is an impor- 
tant part of the study of thermodynamics. You may already know that 
there are limits on the extent to which this can be achieved (the second 
law of thermodynamics), but for the purposes of this course, all you really 
need to appreciate is that the friction work converts mechanical energy 
into thermal energy, and that thermal energy does not qualify as mechan- 
ical energy, so it scores zero in our accounting procedure. 

So is there an easy rule to tell us whether a friction force does work or 
not? Yes. Do not worry about movement of the force. What matters is 
movement of the object on which the force acts. So, to return to my sliding 
box example, on Figure 28 the moving force on the stationary bench does 
not do work. 

What happens if I choose to do my energy analysis on a system that 
includes some of the bench (Figure 30)? The dotted line shows the bound- 
ary of my system. The external forces on the system are the weights of the 
crate and piece of bench, and the forces exerted on the cut-away piece of 
bench by the rest of it. Of these forces, only the weight of the crate moves, 
and that motion is perpendicular to the line of action of the force, so none 



of them do any work. We still have to look inside the system for internal 
foras that do work. Tbere are no signi6cant component shape changes, 
but there is friction, and a change of internal configuration of the system: 
the box movea Thc friction fora on the moving box d a  work 
W  = - Fs. The (moving) friction fora on the (non-moving) bench does 
zero work. The strain amgb am all m, so the initial energy was 
E, = K ,  =+mu2 in kinetic energy in the crate, and the final energy is 
E ,  = K 1 = O .  

E z = E i + W  

so & = K 1 +  W 

O=fmt?-Fs 

which is exactly the same result as I obtained by choosing the crate alone 
as my system. 

If you feel that it was easier and less confusing in this example to choose 
the crate alone then you are right. However, with practice the aecond 
method is almost as easy, and can actually be better for more complicated 
systems, which is why I have worked through it here on this simple 
example. 

Internal work by friction is not done by straight-line sliding alone. An- 
other common example is rotation, for example a brake on a car wheel. 
For the complete car as system, if the brake causes a friction torque M 
then the two Newton 3 torques have a relative rotation - given by the 
rotation of the wheel relative to the brake, which is fixed to the body. 
Hence work W =  MO will be done against friction, this encrgy bcing lost 
from the system, beooming thermal energy, etc. 

Apart from springs and friction, am tbm any othm common ways in 
which internal system work is done? Then is one othm common case - 
a cylinder with a piston holding gas in it. If the cylinder is completely 
sealed then this can behave rather like a spring. However, if there are 
valves in the cylinder we have a pump or an engine, depending on whether 
the piston does work or receives work. In a car the engine is internal to 
the system of the complete car. It acts as a source of mechanical energy 
by burning petrol with air. The output from the engine is usually expressed 
in terms of the average torque at the crankshaft rather than the force on 
the pistons. In a system containing an engine, the engine will be a source 
of mechanical energy given by I M dB, where B is the engine rotation in 
radians, or just MO for average steady-state conditions, where M is the 
torque. 

SA04 
A car with wheels of diame.tcr 0.56 m r o b  10 m with its brakes applied 
to the b n t  wheels giving a torque of 500 N m on each. What is the 
resulting energy change on the car? 

SA044 
An engine giving an average output torque of 185 N m rotates through 
280 radians. What is the resulting energy change on the car? 

In keeping account of the various fonns of energy, them is more than one 
way to do it. You saw an example of this when I was explaining gravita- 
tional potential energy. If the problem is one involving only kinetic and 
potential energies, for example the motion of a planet in orbit, where the 
drag is negligible, the easiest way is to say that the sum of these energies 
is constant with zero work done. Physicists and mathematicians usually 
like to do it this way bccausc physics problems tend to be amenable to 
that approach. which also allows some clever mathematics to be used to 



advantage. However, the engineer is usually trying to cope with a diflmnt 
sort of problem, usually involving lots of friction forces. I am going to ask 
you to use a slightly di&rent approach which fits in better with the 
approach used on the course so far, and which I believe gives a better 
physical 'feel' for what is happening. 

We conantrate on the mechanical energy of the system, so our funda- 
mental equation is 

E a = E l + W  

The system's mechanical energy is being inoreased by positive work done 
on the system. The mechanical energy of the system at any parttcular time 
is 

E = S + K  

the sum of the strain and Kinetic energies. Thii gives 

S a + K l = S 1 + K , + W  

For the common special case of zero strain energies, 

K l = K 1 + W  

The effect of the weight will be taken acount of in the work term instead 
of through a gravitational potential energy term. Aa I have already said, 
this means that the weight is then treated like any other force. The work 
done on the system will have to include any work done by external forces, 
plus any work done internally by friction forces, or energy-converting 
devices such as engines. Therefore it is very important to study the system 
m U y  to see if any working forces of these Kids exist. In simple prob- 
lems, often there will not be any such forces, but in a more compkx case, 
such as a car, the engine may be doing work broducing energy) internally, 
and the brakes may be diipating energy (negative work Me on the 
wheels) and so on. 

Now you can see some of the factors influencing the choice of the system. 
If you can choose a single object that can be considered a 'rigid body' 
then the internal work must be zero, so the energy method is clearly 
related to the free-body diagram and the F = method of Block 4. 

If the problem involves several connected objects, then working with the 
individual objects means that you have to deal with all the detailed inter- 
changes of energy between them. In this case it is usually easier to draw 
the system boundary around the whole lot  Most of the external forces 
can then usually be made non-working ones although you do n&d to 
deal with those internal forces involved with strain work, friction work or 
energy converters. 



4.2 The promdun, 
The principal steps of the work-gy procedure an shown below, with 
m e  additional notes and comments. This p d u r e  will handle the sort 
of problems found in the rrmainder of this d o n .  I suggest that you 
copy it into your notebook for convenient reference whilst examining the 
exampbs and attempting the SA*. 

'm 2 Chow the system. State dearly yourchoim of systrm as 
ddine its bomdory. 

tep 3 Draw active force diaprama Begifm& part way and em 
ofmotion may be u&hJ, Mark allertcnralfcrces&~ 
might do W& MruL the position m-ordhatss aa8 apcer 
acl mpiTed 

:&p 4 Formulate. the W uruey E, - Si + K,.  
" 2 .." I .  . . . . : ,  
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(l,) '&wif#w(2yinrsrnal f- (friction &@'W$,,& 
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rtep 8 Manipulate the equation to find the unhwwr~ , H 
Notes on the procedure 
Step 1: This procedure is effective for the adution of problems when 
forces arc known as a function of position rather than, say, of time or of 
velocity. 

Step 2: The most convenient system usually includm all the objects that 
contain significant kinetic energy. The boundary can be any shape. To 
evaluate a force, or distance moved, you must make sure that the corre- 
sponding forcc becornea a working force on your system. If the force is 
not a friction, s&ms or 'energy converter' force then you must definitely 
'cut' the forcc to make it an external one. 

Step3: F o m  that do not cause motion do no work. Hence a system 
boundary can cut stationary objects without causing any complications. 

StepslandS:  For connected objccts, some Kinematic analysis may be 
nccemary to e x p m  all velocitim in terms of a single chosen one (for 
example, substituting u/r for o if appropriate). 

Step 6: Take care with signs - force in the same direction as the movement 
gives positive work. An internal spring or flexible element will do work 
on the system equal to the element's reduction in strain energy. For friction, 
remember that only the force on a moving object does work. Free-body 
diagrams may be needed to find some forces. Do not confuss W work 
with W weight (use subscripts if necessary). 

Steps 7and8:  It is usually best to work algebraically up to step 8, but 
this is not essential. Step 4, 5 or 6 will include the unknown, which must 
be made the subject of the equation in Step 8. 



Errmplo 4 

A 10 kg crate slides down a 4 m long ramp at 30" to the horizontal, on 
which it has a friction coeflicient of about 0.2 (Figure 31a). It was pushed 
OR at an initial speed of 1 m S-'. Estimate the speed at which it arrives 
at the bottom. 

8dulkn 
Step I The work-energy procedure is appropriate. 

Step 2 I shall choose the mate as the system. 

Step 3 Figure 31@) shows the crate FBD. 

Step 4 K, = +mu: = 5 J (no rotation) 

Step 5 KZ = +mu: (v2 to be determined) 

Step 6 Work is done by the weight and the friction. 

The height change is 4 cos 60" = 2 m. 

For the weight, Ww = mgh = 196.2 J. 

For friction W, = - Fs (friction opposed to motion) 

F=F,,=pN=lungcos3Oo=17N (fromFBD) 

WF=-Fs=-17x4=-68J 

Total work W = W, + W, = 196.2 - 68 = 128.2 J 

Step7 Ez=E,+W, S1=S2=0, soK2=K1+W 

+mu: = 5 + 128.2= 133.2 J 
Step 8 v: = 266.4110 = 26.64 m2 S-' 

v2 = 5.16111 S-' 

ckamph S 
A unifonn rolled-steel joist 10 m long of mass 80 kg is accidentally released 
from a position close to the vertical (Figun 32a). It falls by pivoting about 
the end touching the ground. What is the speed of the other end as it hits 
the ground? 

Bolulm 
Step I The work-energy procedure is appropriate. 

Step 2 I shall choose the joist as the system. 

Step 3 Figure 3yb) shows the FBD. 

Step4 K,=O 

Step 5 KZ = flow2 

Using Table 1 and the Parallel Axes Theorem, 

1, - +ml2 (=2667 kg m') 

Step 6 Work done by weight force only 

Ww = mgh = mgl/2 (= 3924 1) 

Step7 E2=E1+W, S1=S2=0, soK2=K1+W 

+looZ = 0 + mg112 



Step 8 U' = rngl/lo = 3mgl/rn12 = 3g/l 

= 2.943 rad2 S-' 

a,= 1.716 rad S-' 

Atthefreeend,v=wl=17.2ms-' 

Exmmph 6 
In a p i e  of machinery, a 20 g collar is lifted from one end of rod to the 
other by a spring. Figure 33(a) shows the initial position when the collar 
is released. Neglecting friction, estimate the speed with which the collar 
arrives at the other end. The spring has a free length of U) mm and sti6ness 
100 N m-'. 

golullllon 

Step 1 The work-energy procedure is appropriate. 

Step 2 I shall choose the collar as the system. 

Step 3 Figure 33@) shows the collar with working forces. 

Step4 vl=O, soK,=O Figure 33 

Step 5 K2 = +mu: 

Step 6 Work done by weight force, Ww = - mgh (= - 0.016 J) 
(collar moves 80 mm) 

Work done by spring equals the spring's loss of strain energy: 

w*=s, -s2=+ke:-+ke: 

el=120mm-20mm=O.lm 

e2=40mm-U)mm = 0.02131 

W*=+ X 100~0.1'-+ x 100~0.02' 

=O.SJ-O.O2J= +0.48 J 

(Check: Spring does positive work, it has lost strain energy.) 

The total work is W = W, + Ww = 0.48 - 0.016 CS 0.46 J 

The wllar weight force was almost 11cgIigible in this example. 

Step 7 K, = K, + W, frnu: = 0 + 0.46 J 

Step 8 U, = 6.8 m 8-L 

&ampl# 7 
The gearing of a small motor car of mass 880 kg is such that the engine 
turns 25 radians for each metre of the car's advance. The engine produces 
an average output torque of 40Nm. For an initial speed of 1 m S-', 
estimate the specd when a distance of 12 m has been covered. Neglect air 
resistance for this low speed, and neglect the second moment of mass of 
the wheels. 

Bdudlon 
Step 1 The work-energy procedure is appropriate. engine work 

WE = M9 
Step 2 I shall choose the car as the system. 

Step 3 Figure 34 shows the car FBD. (T denotes the traction force.) 

Step 4 K, = )mu: = 440 J W NI NZ 

Step 5 K, = frnv: (v, to be determined) Figure 34 



Step 6 Work is done by rolliig resistance only (amongst the external 
foms). lr. = 0.01 (estimated) 

A B 
Figure 35 

The only internal work is done by the engine. 

For a 12 m advance the engine turns 12 X 25 = 300 radians. 

Total work W = W, + W, = 12000 - 1036 = 10964 J 

Step 7 K2 = K, + W, fmo: = 440 + 10%4 = I1 404 J 

Now look over the four examples (4 to 7) and then work through the 
following SAQs. The preceding examples should help you if the procedure 
itsell does not make the method quite clear. Neglect those foms  and 
energies for which information is not furnished, e.g. estimate a car's kinetic 
energy as )mu2 unless information is given relating to the rotational prop 
ertiea of the wheels. 

The solutions are laid out according to the procedure, so if you have 
problems, refer to that step and then try to finish the problem. (It may be 
useful to annotate your notebook.) I suggest that you check your choice 
of system straight away, but othcnvise only look to the solution if you 
are in difficulty. 

On the whole it is better to work algebraically as far as possible - this 
usually produces less errors, and sometimes shows that one of the factors 
involved (often the mass) will cancel out. On the other hand, 1 personally 
find it helpful to calculate the energy and work values as I go along to 
help my physical understanding, and also to give an arithmetical check, 
so I usually do it both ways. 

A 70 kg swimmer steps slowly OR a 5 m high diving board. Estimate the 
swimmer's speed on hitting the water. 

A flywheel with second moment of mass 2.4 kg m2 is to be accelerated 
from 20 rad S-' to 100 rad S-' withii 50 radians. What average torque 
must you ensure is available? 

SA0 47 
A car is rolling at 5 m S-' with the engine out of gear. Estimate how far 
it will go More stopping (use p. = 0.01). 

SA0 4u 
A car is travelling at  IS m S-' when it runs onto sheet ice. The driver 
panics and locks the bmkes. Neglecting air drag estimate the distance 
needed to stop in these ci-tan-. 

S A 0 4  
In Figure 35, pulley A ( I ,  = 0.01 kg m') drives pulley B ( I .  = 0.05 kg m2) 
through a belt of mass 1.0 kg. A constant torque is to be applied to pulley 
A by an electric motor, to accelerate it from rest to a speed of 60 rad S-' 

within U) rad displacement. Estimate the torque required. 



Returning to Example 4 (Figure 31), fluid may be spilt on the ramp 
reducing the effective friction coefficient to only 0.05. U the crates amve 
at the bottom at more than 7 m S-' they are liable to be damaged. Will 
they be safe? 

SA0 51 

Two members of the course team are pushing my 1290 kg car to help to 
start it. They apply constant forces of 150N and 250N horizontally. 
Estimate the distance that they must push to get the speed up to 4 m S-'. 

(The engine is out of gear. p. = 0.01.) 

My colleagues stop pushing my car (SAQ 51) when the speed is 4 m S-'. 

I engage the engine in second gear, which rotates it 33.1 radians for each 
metre of the car's advance. The engine, which has an effective frictional 
resistance torque of 36 N m, does not start. How far does the car travel 
before it stops? 

SA0 53 
An electric motor drives a winch drum of diameter 0.5 m through a gear- 
box, the total effective second moment of mass being I = 4 kg m2. A light 
cable supports a hoist cage, which has a mass of 30 kg with maximum 
contents. The motor's electricity supply fails when the cage is 14 m above 
the ground and descending at 1.2 m S-'. At what speed do you estimate 
the cage will hit the ground if no safety device operates? 

SA0 54 

You are designing a safety brake for the hoist of the previous SAQ. For 
the failure conditions described, what constant torque must the brake 
apply to the drum to stop the cage within a fall of 0.5 m? 

A bullet of 7 mm diameter and mass 6 g emerges from a rifle barrel of 
length 0.75 m at a speed of 520 m S-'. (a) Neglecting friction, estimate the 
average force exerted on it when in the barrel, and the corresponding gas 
pressure driving it. (b) The bore is rifled (spiral-grooved) to give the bullet 
a spin of l200 rev S-'. How much energy is associated with this motion? 
Is it a significant fraction of the translation energy? 

SA0 58 

Figure 36 shows a spring of free length 40 mm and stiRness 1000 N m-' 
which is used to spin the flywheel when it is released. When the spring 
tension reduces to zero it disconnects from the shaft, which has diameter 
12 mm. The flywheel has mass 200 g and second moment of mass I = 
2.45 X 10-' kg m2. (a) Estimate the angular speed to which the flywheel 
can be accelerated. (b) The flywheel stops because of shaft friction after 
about 4000 revolutions. Estimate the average friction torque. (c) Do you 
think friction would significantly alter your speed estimate in part (a)? Figure 36 

A car of total mass 880 kg has four wheels each of mass 14 kg, radius of 
gyration 0.22 m and radius 0.28 m. Its speed is 30 m S-'. Estimate the 
average braking torque required on each wheel to stop the car in 60 m, 
neglecting other resistance forces. 



4.3 Summary 
Keeping account of the mechanical energy in a system provides a powerful 
way of thinking about certain problems, and is an effective method for 
solving them. Use of the method requires the ability to calculate the kinetic 
energy and strain energy content of a system and to calculate the work 
done on the system by mechanical means, and other relevant energy 
changes. Energy changes can occur by external influence, when an external 
force acts on a part of the system that moves. Alternatively, energy changes 
can occur internally when mechanical energy is changed into or out of 
other forms of energy, especially chemical and thermal. These internal 
changes can normally be identified with friction, with strain energy, or 
wlth energy-converting devices such as engines. Although energy as a 
whole is conserved, mechanical energy can increase and decrease at the 
expense of other types. In the work-energy method in engineering mech- 
anics only mecharucal energy is accounted for, so other forms, especially 
heat, are considered losses. In the study of other subjects the emphasis is 
drfferent, so for example, thermodynamics pays considerable attention to 
heat and how it can be converted into mechan~cal energy. 

The ideas of work and energy are basic and fundamental tools of the 
mechanical engineer, and the work-energy method is one of the most 
useful techniques available. 

5 Power 

5.1 Introducing power 
Power is the rate at which energy is transferred or work is done. From 
the previous sections you are now in a position to calculate the amount 
of energy required to do certain practical jobs such as lifting a load 
through a certain height, or accelerating a car up to a certain speed. In 
cases like these the engineering designer has to make provision for the 
supply of the required energy, such as an electric motor for a hoist or an 
internal combustion engine for a car. The designer must ensure that the 
energy can be provided in a reasonable time. The size of motor or engine 
needed depends upon the power that is required, not just the energy, and 
this is the reason for the fundamental importance of power to the engineer. 

The rate at which energy is provided, or consumed or transformed, is 
naturally measured in S1 units as joules per second, J S-'. This unit of 
power is sufficiently important to merit a name of its own. It is called the 
watt, W, being named after James Watt (1736-1819). the Scottish engineer 
well known for the major part that he played in the early development of 
the steam engine. When a force is doing work, then that also has a power 
associated with it - the rate of doing work, also measured in watts. 

SA4 56 

Express the watt in terms of the basic S1 units. 

The power may be expressed as an average value over a time period, or 
as an instantaneous value, in the same way as speed. Power is a scalar 
quantity. 

Human beings can do work in the strict mechanical sense. An internal 
combustion engine burns fuel to produce power. Animals have to have 
fuel too, but it is food not petrol. The food is oxidized, although it is not 
burned in quite the same way as in an engine because an animal does it 
at a lower temperature. Nevertheless, the chemical reaction between the 




